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Elden Ring is a fantasy action RPG based on the glorious history of the Lands Between, an area of land that has a fantasy story,
but exists between this world and the world of Myth. This mysterious land is supposed to tell a story that is hard to understand
with the ordinary eyes of man, but is enclosed in a certain event. Leading a brave band of warriors, you venture forth from the

Lands Between to defy the Evil invading the world. There are a lot of people in the Lands Between, and you shall freely encounter
them, having a lot of different quest in your journey. All of the weird elements and mysterious fragments will be pulled together,

forming a coherent plot and setting out an epic fantasy world. In order to overcome the inevitable obstacles that you will
encounter, you will enter an unexplored world, fighting for the destiny of the Lands Between. ◆Release Information Developer: D3

Publisher, Grasshopper Manufacture Publisher: D3 Publisher, Grasshopper Manufacture Genre: Fantasy Action RPG Release:
September 14, 2018 PlayStation®4 Application Price: USD $59.99 PlayStation®4 and PlayStation®4 Pro Availability: October 30,

2018 PlayStation®3 Application Price: USD $59.99 PlayStation®3 and PlayStation®3 Pro Availability: September 20, 2018
iPhone® Application Price: USD $3.99 Availability: November 14, 2018 Android™ Application Price: USD $3.99 Availability:

November 14, 2018 STEPS: Get the game on August 8, 2018! 1. Click the button. 2. (PlayStation®4 and PlayStation®3) Start the
download. 3. Set up your account. 4. (iPhone® and Android) Download and install the application. Gather with your friends!

Please visit for more information. Note You can only play this game if you have registered for LDDH service. If you have
registered for LDDH service but have not played the game, your play results will be registered to your LDDH account upon

entering the game, and then will appear in your LDDH account history. * You can play this game after the date of LDDH service
registration ends. ** Your play progress

Features Key:
Action RPG with a brand new fantasy universe

An urban setting where mystery waits at every corner and terrible monsters need to be defeated
A vast world where open fields with a variety of situations and huge dungeons with complex and three-dimensional designs are seamlessly connected

A unique web-browser compatible online gameplay

Link up with other players, and with items and allied characters in a companion-like way. Large-scale adventure into online dungeons occurs
Battle items and allies that are collected during gameplay and earn rewards

Action RPG with an astonishing battle system that lets you enjoy intuitive gameplay while taking a moment to think about your actions!
A new class of powerful, stealthy assassin that utilizes a deadly double-edged sword
Unique special skills that can be acquired and enhanced by equipping powerful items

A gripping story with a cast of interwoven characters that sheds light on a two-century-old secret plot
A scenario where the various thoughts of the characters intersect in the Lands Between

Clear Illusions

A truth has been discovered in the places between reality. That is the reality of the land of Clear Illusions, and here lies your duty: to defeat the enemy and restore order to these enchanted lands.

Features:

The new fantasy Action RPG with a distinct visual approach
An urban setting where mystery awaits you at every corner
A vast world where open fields with a variety of situations and huge dungeons with complex and three-dimensional designs are seamlessly connected
A unique online game that allows the player to feel the presence of other players
A gripping story with a cast of interwoven characters
A scenario where the various thoughts of the characters intersect in the Lands Between
Action RPG with an astonishing battle system that lets you enjoy intuitive gameplay while taking a moment to think about your actions!
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Here are some opinions based on my playthrough: “Thank you for being reborn!” I completed the main story and it was a fantastic
journey! The main character Grace, who is not your average protagonist, really fired my heart. Her internal conflicts and doubts were
so vivid that I was able to understand and identify with all the characters surrounding her. The way the story unfolded was beautifully
detailed, and you will get to know the main characters and the Lands Between world at every turn. Gilded Box promises a new hero,
and I am satisfied with the main character Grace. I don’t plan to rest from now on. The art is charming and the sound is beautiful,
completely perfect. The music is catchy and the voice acting is not bad, which contributes to the sense of immersion in the game. I
will be replaying this game several times in the future. “It is rare to find a game that could hold my interest that much.” I finished the
main story, and it was a great experience. I learned about myself and others through the characters surrounding me. I really
appreciated the flow of the story and the way the game drew me in. The main character is extremely interesting, and as I delve
deeper into the main story, I hope I can meet people who can relate to my story more intimately. The background story and
characters are well developed and interesting, as well as the main story. The game has a huge amount of content, and the main
story itself will keep you captivated for a long time. The story unfolds wonderfully, and even though it is a story which involves many
characters, there is no discord or confusion in the story and the story manages to keep a nice pace throughout the game. What really
stood out about the story is that it was incredibly well written, with suspense, feelings, and emotions clearly expressed. The quality of
the sound is beautiful, the dungeon designs are impressive, and I am looking forward to seeing more. The music and background
music are great, and the voices are well done, which contributes to the immersion in the game. The heroine has a badass character,
and I loved the way she keeps up with the story while fighting, which gives her personality, character, and charm. Even though the
story revolves around the main protagonist, it is interesting and very well written. I look forward to playing it again. “There’s
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New combat system You can equip your character with a diverse set of gear to choose from, and combine two to three parts with a
single piece of armor, giving you many kinds of options to fight enemies. For example, Blade, Head, and Chest may be combined to
create a variety of different types of weapons. • Dynamically Changing Combat Systems The combat system of ELDEN RING is
unique. With a comprehensive set of gears, you can choose to set up a powerful combo to inflict damage or deal moderate damage.
The characteristics and effectiveness of attacks are determined by the gear combination. For example, a combination of Weapon,
Wrist, and Foot can make you wield high-powered weapons. • Smarts, Strength, and Style, Play as You Please! You can add new skills
to make your character more capable in combat situations. Mastering the art of attack, special abilities, and defense is a matter of
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preference and strategy, but any action is inevitable when you’re dealing with an enemy. New combat system You can equip your
character with a diverse set of gear to choose from, and combine two to three parts with a single piece of armor, giving you many
kinds of options to fight enemies. For example, Blade, Head, and Chest may be combined to create a variety of different types of
weapons. • Dynamically Changing Combat Systems The combat system of ELDEN RING is unique. With a comprehensive set of gears,
you can choose to set up a powerful combo to inflict damage or deal moderate damage. The characteristics and effectiveness of
attacks are determined by the gear combination. For example, a combination of Weapon, Wrist, and Foot can make you wield high-
powered weapons. • Smarts, Strength, and Style, Play as You Please! You can add new skills to make your character more capable in
combat situations. Mastering the art of attack, special abilities, and defense is a matter of preference and strategy, but any action is
inevitable when you’re dealing with an enemy. NEW WORLD RISE game features: Perception is the art of observing and
understanding the world around you, and in an RPG in which combat is frequently decided by how well you perceive your enemies,
it’s an important element. In the world of ELDEN RING, a special technique called FEILFEIL permits you to observe enemies not
directly in front of you, but around you and

What's new:

MYTH & TRUTH

ALL the tales you have heard about the Dungeons and Elden, The game created according to the story of how with the rise of the great Elden empire, breaking taboo is no
longer limited by the rules of society and the individual, that there is a person called "GOD" that created the castle and the mythical world.

BORN FROM MYTH

We have firmly rooted roots in Japanese folklore, based on robust development of "the Legend of Tarnished," a story about revenge in the afterlife. "The Legend of Tarnished"
is a story that evolves as you progress in the game. The story is broken into small fragments that are interwoven, and you gradually find the large story through the fragments
of myth in your hands.

MYTH CRITICAL

The developers will be adding new information, items, weapons, magic, and so on. The rules that you will face in the game will open up as you defeat monsters and monsters
became stronger. As you develop, they will open up a variety of exciting new content.

"CLARA" SERIES GAME MOTIF

Clara is a goddess, and an international legend. Even in the mythical world, her name is widely known. Moreover, Clara's devotees secretly gather in the mythical world and
savoring her lovable features and charming actions.

Gather the companions you want in this myth that drifts away from you, the lands between, and the world that you have always imagined. In the world you have never seen,
you are free to play.

"MYTH" SERIES GAME MOTIF

The myth, the legend, a folktale world of people in the Land Between... In a world that is a word in which the attention is drawn to the interface or story, they are always
looking for a new game.

The game too has become very tired, legends that do not hold the attention of the players readily perish.

And what if we could introduce a world that is full of adventurers, with a fresh sensation every time it is opened up? 
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UNPUBLISHED UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE FOURTH CIRCUIT No. 02-1246 JOSEPH WILLIAM HEMBREE,
SR., Petitioner, versus IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE, Respondent. On Petition for Review of an Order
of the Board of Immigration Appeals. (A70-203-300) Submitted: September 16, 2002 Decided: October 15, 2002 Before
WILLIAMS and KING, Circuit Judges, and HAMILTON, Senior Circuit Judge. Petition denied by unpublished per curiam
opinion. Klausner & Vaughan, P.C., New York, New York, for Petitioner. Janice K. Redfern, United States Attorney, Joel
A. Meyers, Assistant United States Attorney, William L. Davis, Special Assistant United States Attorney, Baltimore,
Maryland, for Respondent. Unpublished opinions are not binding precedent in this circuit. See Local Rule 36(c). PER
CURIAM: Joseph William Hembree, Sr., seeks review of the Board of Immigration Appeals’ (Board) order affirming the
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